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What is SCY

Project Background

The number of digitally distributed
super cultures continues to grow。

The number of hypercultural players
continues to grow。

Global advertising revenue
continues to grow。

Project Background
Digital virtual currency background: With the continuous
growth of the blockchain market and the introduction of more and
more encrypted assets, the global encrypted digital currency
market value exceeded US$600 billion at one time. As of September
4, 2018, the total global digital currency market The market value
reaches 237.312 billion U.S. dollars, and there are 1910 digital
currencies. Back in time a year ago, on September 4, 2017, the
total market value of the global digital currency market was
162.265 billion U.S. dollars, and the number of digital currencies
was only 1077. In this year, the highest value of the global
digital currency market appeared in January 2018, with a total
market value of US$823.8 billion, an increase of 407.89% compared
to September 4, 2017. At the time when the world pays attention to
and recognizes the token economy, due to the popularity of ICOs,
more than 1,600 kinds of digital currencies are issued globally,
and the market value of the top ten currencies accounts for 90%.
The value and circulation of digital assets are becoming more and
more serious!

SCY

Project Background

Homogeneous tokens, namely
FT (Fungible Token), can
replace each other and can be
close to infinitely split
tokens. For example, there is
essentially no difference
between a Bitcoin in your hand
and a Bitcoin in my hand. This
is homogenization and
homogenization.

SCY

The ownership of SCY does not
prevent others from inspecting
it or reading it. SCY does not
capture the information and
hide it, it just captures the
information and discovers the
relationship and value of the
information with all other
information on the chain.

Project Background
As an innovative distributed
interconnection platform, SCY
will build an open and
collaborative distributed
unbounded integration trust
ecosystem, based on a
blockchain/distributed ledger
interconnection system,
combined with a distributed
multi-dimensional identity
authentication system, to
achieve chain and A distributed
point-to-point credible value
system that connects the chain,
connects the chain to the
centralization, and connects
the value of the off-chain and
the on-chain.

SCY

Build a trust infrastructure
system for cross-border and
unbounded distributed community
interaction, provide a complete
underlying technical foundation
and a trusted data foundation for
all kinds of distributed DApp
services, connect the blockchain
world, and all kinds of
applications in various
industries can be trusted in the
network With the support of the
large database background, we
will carry out cross-border and
unbounded community interaction,
and realize the value of all
trusted data circulation of the
global blockchain!

Project Background

On the evening of March 11, Christie
auctioned "Everydays: The First 5000 Days"
by encryption artist Beeple in the form of
SCY. This purely digital artwork was sold
at US$60.25 million, and the commission
was finally sold at US$69.36625 million
(approximately RMB 450 million), setting a
new record for SCY art. SCY began to enter
the eyes of various investment
institutions and investors.

Foundation Introduction
The World Hedge Foundation, which began
preparations for its creation in 2017 and
was incorporated in 2021 in Denver, USA,
is one of the largest, independent, nongovernmental conservation and cultural
industry development organizations with a
worldwide reputation. It was created by a
joint investment of several well-known
foundations. The mission of the World
Hedge Foundation is to provide lasting,
tailored professional services to cultural
workers engaged in cultural endeavors by
integrating multiple social resources to
pass on human civilization in a friendly
and scientific manner.

Foundation Introduction

The foundation was established in 2017 in Denver,
USA, and consists of a group of enthusiastic
individuals who are keen to explore new developments
in the field of supercultural culture and science. They
have carried out valuable projects connecting the
scientific and business communities in the United
States and the international arena. They inspire people,
they are eager to explore new developments in science
and activities to benefit society, and to establish
healthy perspectives.

Foundation Introduction

The World Hedge Foundation is
registered in Denver, USA, with a
registration date of April 2021, with the
participation of the Deschard family, and
a total of 28 family consortia, jointly
launched a public benefit foundation,
which is currently fully responsible for
the issuance, market value, and operation
of SCY.

Huang Youzhen
Software Engineer
Pohang University of Technology
majoring in computer engineering, with

Co-CEO Nicolas Gilot
(Nicolas Gilot)
Gaoshen University
Formerly an engineering planner for

LPIC international qualification

a famous Korean IT company, he entered

certificate, has participated in the

the blockchain industry in 2015 and

development of multiple projects such

led the development of a number of

as security program delivery, IoT

local blockchain projects in South

robot research, personally initiated
the WHITE HACHER activity, and has
nearly ten years of technology
research and development experience in
the blockchain field.

Korea. As an important guest, he was
invited to attend the Asian blockchain
technology summit and delivered a
speech. The project technology landing
has considerable research.

CTO Mike Dunn
(Michael Dunn)

Chief Strategy
Officer Edward Moalem
(Edward Moalem)

The former chief technology
officer of Dell and Time Warner,
experienced technical management
personnel, once helped WWW become a
W3C member and Techstars mentor.
Mike has extensive management
experience and has helped many new
companies become listed companies.

Born in the world's top
trading platform, the
mysterious founder of SCY.

Cooperative media

Global Media Matrix: Global Finance News 글로벌금융뉴스 Lehua Finance Network 러화재
경넷Blockchain Financial News 블록체인금융신문 Jingji Road Financial Network 경기도
금융융넷Jeju Daily News 융넷융융융뉴 스 media

Cooperative Agency

SCY

SCY (Super Cultural Industry) is a platform to build the
interconnection of the blockchain world. It uses data to
interact with the super community, providing blockchain
technology unbounded interaction system and blockchain
cross-border Internet of Things + business + entertainment +
ecological customization Serve.Committed to influencing the
effective connection between the entire real world and the
blockchain world, making the various systems of the
blockchain world interoperable and interacting with scenes
in the chain, realizing blockchain multi-chain connections,
and maximizing the value of blockchain cross-border
interaction SCY will link each trust/data source in the
blockchain trust data to jointly create a super community
interaction of the blockchain unbounded trust ecosystem. To
become the largest data interaction collaboration center and
super community unbounded interaction platform in the
blockchain, and to realize the value of data ownership to
realize the value of rights and interests is the goal
pursued by SCY.

SSP advertising technology, content distribution,
advertising technology。
DSP Platform Technology
SCY GO Mobile App
SCY Protocol-Blockchain 3.0
Open Blockchain Architecture
SCY (uso) Token Provides Technical Support

SCY

Cultural Fund

300 million

15%

Market circulation

500 million

25%

Node reward

800 million

40%

Charity fund

100 million

5%

300 million

15%

Application industry circulation

Game Tokenization

Game development and
procurement.

Tokenization of Virtual
Goods

SCY MINER Mining Application

SCY is the first platform in
the mainstream video game
market to provide second-hand
game solutions.

The reward plan encourages
users and developers to
hold SCY coins in their
wallets and use the
platform as much as
possible.

Part of SCY's game sales
revenue will be redistributed
to players and developers who
bring new users to the
platform.
Reliable cryptocurrency
content pricing.

One of the core user
experience concepts of
SCY is to provide players
with an easy and instant
way to earn SCY coins.
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Content Sourcing
The number and quality of
playable games on the SCY
platform play a decisive role in
the development speed of the
platform。

SCY game SDK
development platform
SCY Games SDK can provide all the
SDK features of competitors, thus
completely filling the gap
between traditional publishing
platform and SCY.

Break the Monopoly
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Develop a Clear User
Base Growth strategy.
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Game Release Project

。

Digital Currency
Exchanges

Exchange equity recruitment is
carried out in the community.

10 January 2022

March 25, 2022

March 20, 2022
Node Global Recruitment

Super Culture Chain's Public
Chain Mainnet Mapping
December 2022

July 21, 2022
Double helix aggregator
platform goes live

July 2023 - The Future
Code open source, geek team
to participate in more
ecological construction -

